COVID outbreak at Killington doesn’t deter skiers, riders
Pandemic Perspective: Vermont’s COVID experience during 2021
Hochul announces winter surge plan to fight rising number of COVID cases
Queen City rings in the new year with hybrid Highlight Burlington festival
Quebec puts nightly curfew in place as COVID cases rise
Decision from Vt. lawmakers on pursuing mask mandate to wait on omicron data
As COVID cases soar, Vermont hands out thousands of test kits for kids
State tracking growing COVID outbreak at Killington Resort
New COVID testing option in New York’s North Country
Could retirees help solve Vermont’s workforce shortage?
How Vermont lawmakers plan to face another session full of COVID challenges
Pandemic regulations can’t stop kids from enjoying winter break
Vermont again breaks record for new COVID cases; officially adopts CDC recommendations on isolation, quarantine
PCR test required before Dartmouth students return for next term
Vt. lawmakers hope to give communities more flexibility for Town Meeting Day
Vermont businesses look ahead to 2022 after mixed bag in 2021
Vermonters have mixed feelings about 2022
Omicron variant presents challenges for New Year’s Eve events
Free COVID test kits now available for Vermont students
How will revised CDC guidance on isolation impact Vermont?
New York to implement ‘Test to Stay’ program at schools
A shot in the arm for vaccinations in the North Country; New York sends help
Nurses stressed, frustrated as COVID patients continue to fill hospitals
Fair Haven district taking advantage of COVID funds for school renovation
Think tank releases annual report on ‘State of Working Vermont’
Holiday COVID spike hits the Green Mountains
80K rapid tests to be distributed to returning Vt. students
Vermont Legislature to meet remotely next week
State-run vaccination site returns to Clinton County, New York
State hands out more free tests; will results skew Vermont’s COVID data?
Smith attends final COVID briefing
Help Wanted: Volunteer firefighters and EMS workers
Turning to taxes: How pandemic cash could affect nation’s bottom line
Inmate at South Burlington prison tests positive for COVID
Ski towns see a return of holiday visitors
State relying on Vermonters to self-report at-home COVID test results
More COVID testing, vaccination sites coming to New York’s North Country
A look at Vermont legislative priorities in the 2022 session
Despite supply issues and COVID, retailers see strong holiday shopping season
Help for those struggling with pandemic-intensified holiday stress
Pandemic food assistance program extended through April 1
Feeding Chittenden continues with pilot delivery service
Shiffrin is latest elite skier to test positive for COVID-19
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center calling for blood donors
Many Vermonters turn to at-home COVID tests ahead of holiday celebrations
Businesses see more shoppers buying local during 2nd COVID Christmas
Plattsburgh shop helps those in need with Caribbean spin on Christmas
COVID stymies Vermonters who want to volunteer this holiday season
Bishop Coyne’s Christmas message to Vermont Catholics
Last-minute shoppers gather food for holiday feasts
New York adds new COVID testing sites; Hochul takes on critics
Bishop on options for Catholics worried about congregating for Christmas services
Area catering companies enter busy holiday season
State runs out of free antigen tests in hours; more available Friday
Heading home for the holidays: A busy travel day at the Burlington airport
Rutland hospital plans for expected COVID surge after holidays
Area retailers struggle with supply chain issues, work to keep shelves stocked
How some churches are changing services for another COVID Christmas
Phish cancels next week’s New York City shows
UVM not reimbursing employees for at-home COVID tests
State sends personnel to help at Northern NY vaccine clinics
Fake COVID vaccination cards now illegal in New York
Burlington mayor issues booster alert
‘Tis the season for COVID tests. Are there enough available?
Rochester girl pens pandemic appeal to Santa
COVID-positive Vermonters with no symptoms clog up ERs
NH to open new walk-in testing sites, provide more free at-home tests
How reliable are the results of antigen tests? We asked the experts
UVM to require boosters for students
NH pauses jury trials, grand juries through January
Dozens of FEMA workers deployed to Vermont, New Hampshire to help with COVID surge
Many North Country COVID testing sites booked up for the week
Dartmouth to require vaccine boosters by Jan. 31
How kids are using art to thank health care workers at a Vermont hospital
NY attorney general urges consumers to report price gouging on COVID tests
State of emergency declared in Montreal as COVID numbers soar
3 new omicron cases; Vt. officials brace for post-holiday surge
Help Wanted: Child care workers
Vermont’s rollout of free antigen tests causes some confusion
Hochul: Americans are not defenseless against COVID
1st person under 18 from New Hampshire dies of COVID-19
Quebec closing bars, gyms and cinemas as case counts soar
Vermont Farm Show canceled over COVID concerns
Vt. officials clarify COVID-19 rapid at-home test coverage
Waterbury comes up with creative booster clinic idea
Officials optimistic for New Hampshire winter tourism
Boost for New Hampshire telehealth services
Wastewater monitoring finds evidence of omicron in Burlington
COVID tests still in short supply ahead of holiday gatherings
New York tallies record number of COVID-19 infections
Strafford students welcome back in-person visitors with artist in residency
Vermont lawmakers to return to Statehouse with new COVID rules
Rules changing for Canadians returning home from US
New Hampshire to add more walk-in vaccination sites
Quebec orders shops, bars, restaurants to operate at 50%
Some area schools closed Friday, others see heightened security
St. Albans school district cancels school Friday due to COVID
Dartmouth-Hitchcock warns surgeries may be postponed due to COVID
Preventing classroom conflicts: Positive behavioral interventions and supports
Not all Vermont students able to participate in Test to Stay
NH school district ends its student masking policy as COVID cases rise
Weinberger unveils plan to address homelessness, housing shortage in Burlington
Canada issues international travel advisory, no impact on land border
New York working to get more COVID vaccine to the North Country
Scott says 5% of unvaccinated Vermonters are ‘the problem’
School nurses stretched thin in many Vt. districts
Can Vermont ski industry maintain top visitor rankings?
Help Wanted: Acute need for workers at smaller hospitals
Some New York businesses struggling with mask mandate
Vermont ed officials urge schools to ramp up COVID tests
NY ethics board tells former Gov. Cuomo to return book money
CDC leader visits Vermont, discusses state of pandemic
Will fuel supply chain issues leave some families out in the cold this winter?
How the state is working to boost Vermont’s COVID booster shot rate
Omicron variant not yet detected in Burlington wastewater screening
Statewide mask mandate goes into effect in New York
Justices won’t block vaccine mandate for NY health workers
New Hampshire identifies its 1st COVID-19 omicron variant
Research trials still underway for a COVID vaccine for young kids
Vermont investing $5M in housing rehabilitation
School superintendent apologizes for pandemic fund stipends
Schumer concludes tour of all 62 NY counties for 23rd time
Second Christmas drive-by in Waterbury a success
Hinesburg Artist Series bringing back Holiday Concert
Burlington Progressives call homeless camp eviction ‘unconscionable’
How are Vermont retailers faring this holiday season?
NY students to perform Christmas concert 3 years in the making
Small Vermont hospitals struggle to find ICU beds
Vt. booze bottleneck improving
Store visits up as COVID surge continues
Vt. single-day COVID infections top 740
New York’s COVID surge is back — and so is its mask mandate
Middlebury College goes fully remote for the rest of the semester
Montpelier approves indoor mask mandate
Some NY hospitals suspend elective surgeries amid COVID rise
Can Vt. solve ER waits for kids seeking mental health care?
Vermont courts continue to triage backlog of cases
Shelburne Museum open for Winter Lights display
NY National Guard deploys to nursing homes
Vermont doctors urge governor to implement statewide masking policy
Vermont schools to get rewarded for vaccinated students
Rutland hospital restricts visitation in wake of rising COVID cases
Williston Police to enforce town mask mandate
Are all masks created equally?
North Country health officials say unvaccinated filling up hospitals
Vt. health officials now see rapid tests as key tool in COVID fight
Vt. economist says pandemic cash fueling economic boom
New Hampshire House picks hotel for new pandemic location
Vermont hospitals hit new post-Thanksgiving COVID peak
Vermont Guard vaccination update
More Vermont towns decide on mask mandates
Help Wanted: Landscaping companies try to dig up workers
Merck’s COVID pill may be here soon. What can we expect?
AHS Sec. Mike Smith looks back at pandemic response
NY detects 4 more cases of omicron, bringing total to 12
NY detects 4 more cases of omicron, bringing total to 12
Is Test to Stay helping to keep Vermont kids in class?
UVM Medical Center limits visitation due to increased COVID
More Vermont communities voting on mask mandates
Staffing shortages leave some Vermonters waiting on the mail
Rhino Foods partners with Lake Champlain Chocolates to combat staffing shortages

GlobalFoundries requiring workers to get vaccinated by Jan. 4

Vermont sees increasing COVID hospitalizations, cases
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Gas expert discusses impacts of omicron variant

Bella Voce Women’s Chorus performing holiday concerts live again

Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center revises visitor policy

Aspiring teachers taking advantage of non-traditional Vt. licensure programs

Elective procedure rules for NY hospitals kick in Monday

Citing high COVID rates, Franklin County, NY, declares state of emergency

NH child advocate highlights pandemic’s impact in annual report

Rutland officials expected to discuss mask mandate Monday

NY man wants conviction tossed over pandemic-delayed trial

New York reports five omicron cases; state of emergency goes into effect

Adirondack Health suspending most visitations

Vermont hit with post-Thanksgiving COVID spike

Burlington approves mask mandate

How scientists vaccinate against variants

Business booming in downtown Rutland

Vergennes addiction treatment center faces COVID outbreak

Vergennes addiction treatment center faces COVID outbreak

NH hospitals slammed with COVID patients

Vermont towns weigh in on mask mandates

UVM Health Network to add more COVID beds

Masks now required inside Vermont state offices

Burlington City Council to vote on mask mandate Wednesday